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Welcome
From everyone here at UPRacing, both old and new, welcome to
the January newsletter. Recently, the design team have been
particularly busy finalising designs ahead of manufacture. Here are
some of the changes and accomplishments made in the past
month.

Chassis Manufacture
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“After 5 months of heavy design work, chassis fixtures are finally
complete and being prepared for manufacture. Now all that is
needed is to cut 200 custom parts with approximately 400m of machining. A big thank you must go
to our partners and sponsors Formaplex, who helped to Nest our fixtures for us. This is a process
where all the parts are downloaded into a software and sheet size is specified then location of the
parts is optimised to minimise waste. The team are proud of this year’s designs as more upright
supports will mean each chassis bar is supported in at least two locations, and new supports between
upright pieces will increase their rigidity. It is most exciting to start chassis fixture manufacture as we
are now one stop closer to a rolling chassis, working car and tangible designs.”
Jake Drain 4th Year Mechanical Engineering

Wishbone Changes
“The wishbones have been redesigned this year to
allow for camber adjustment. This was achieved by
aligning the rod ends of the upper wishbones
perpendicular to the direction of the car as seen in the
bottom-right picture. A bend was also put in the rear
tubes of the front wishbones to allow for a greater
steering angle as the current design clashes with the
wheel rims reducing the amount of steering possible.
This will allow us to perform tighter turns in the sprint
and endurance events at the competition.
The forces through each of the wishbones have been
calculated and modelled in ANSYS to carry out Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) as shown in the top-right
picture. The gauge (thickness) of the tubing for each
wishbone was then adjusted to ensure that the
stresses did not exceed the yield strength of the
material being used. These designs have now been
finalised and are among the first parts ready for
manufacture.”
Nicola Stagg 2nd Year Mechanical Engineering
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Differential Carrier Improvements
“In light of the bulkhead deflecting (a few mm) in last year’s model,
a few changes have been made for mounting the differential.
Previously, the UPR10 car had the differential bolted onto the rear
bulkhead that was attached to the chassis. This year, the differential
will be directly mounted onto the engine to reduce the excessive
force applied on the bulkhead to the point of deflection.
We are currently working on two designs to do such, a box section
model with half inch welded steel bars and waterjet cut aluminium
brackets which can be seen in the bellow pictures. After running FEA,
initial designs were enhanced by modifying regions with high-stress
Brackets in CAD
points and reducing material where possible. Both designs have now
been found feasible as they withstood the applied forces when running the FEA. The next stage is to
choose the optimum design option and further modify to a manufacturing stage.”
Greg Agwunobi 4th Year Mechanical Engineering
Amanda Younes 4th Year Mechanical Engineering

Brackets in FEA

Air Intake
“Recently we have discovered that our current carbon
fibre intake will expand and contract when the throttle is
opened and closed. When this is combined with the
large volume of the plenum it leads to poor throttle
response times. To solve these issues and identify other
ways in which to improve the intakes performance, I
have run a CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics)
simulation of a simplified version of our air intake
system. The results of the CFD study show the velocity,
flow regime and pressure for each of the different
intake strokes of a complete cycle of the engine. From
the pressure shown in the colour-mapped outline, I
identified regions in which the maximum stress on the
plenum will occur for each stroke.

Brackets in CAD

I also established that due to the linear arrangement of
the runners leading to inlet valves, there was less air
reaching the outer cylinders. This is
clearly shown by the flow lines; which travel further
and slower for these stokes.
To solve these issues, I have begun to design and analyse a
new plenum. The new design shall be spherical to reduce
large pressure gradients - thus reducing expansion and
contraction, as well as having a smaller volume, improving
the throttle response times. The runners will also be
arranged in a square pattern to provide an even
distribution of air between the cylinders and reduce the
lag between flow changes.”
Rob Akhurst – 3rd Year Mechanical Engineering

CFD Simulation

Custom Seat
“After a busy Christmas, the maintenance and manufacture team began the New Year by beginning
to craft our custom driver’s seat. Inspired by the motorsport world, we investigated the feasibility of a
CNC machined foam tub. After consulting with some academics at the University, the decision was
taken to create an imprint of the driver in a race position and laser scan the profile. This process was
aided by the design of the mould, a vacuum bag filled will polystyrene balls; this allowed us to have
multiple attempts to reshape and generate the optimum, most comfortable seat for the driver.
Having the contours of our driver, next we 3D scanned the seat. This generated an STL file that was
passed over to our design team to reverse engineer and package within the chassis. Once all the
scans of our drivers are complete, we can perfectly mate the seat profiles to one another, allowing
for an easy change of drivers in high-pressure situations. Looking forward we hope to get the
complete design finalised in this forthcoming month, and hopefully machine and cover the seat in
time for our first test of the UPR11 car later this year.”
Greg Wallis – Technical Liaison - 2nd Year Innovation Engineering
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Karting
“On Thursday 24th January, UPRacing headed down to
the local karting track at TeamSport Gosport. The team
has visited the track several times over the years and it
always provides a great source of entertainment with
the resultant adrenaline always drawing us back to hold
more team socials.
Each member had two 15-minute sessions, allowing
everyone enough time to go wheel to wheel with each
other. Some great racing was had, although some
questionable maneuverers were made, to put it lightly!
Thanks again to Owen Lee for organising another
excellent team event. I’m sure we’ll be returning to
Gosport very soon!”
Gareth Honour – Operations Lead - 1st Year Mechanical
Engineering

The Karting Team

A message to our Sponsors and Supporters
Our thanks must go to all our sponsors, supporters and alumni. We are now rapidly heading towards the
manufacture period which is of course when we reach out to many of you. This support is invaluable to us and
we hope you’re equally excited to help us achieve a fantastic UPR-11 car.

